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Highlight: Turn Off

1. Thermo Scientific* Revco* Slimline Ultra low-Temperature Freezer
   Super-insulated, super narrow freezer fits smaller spaces. Exclusive thin-wall super insulation and composite wall design maintain insulation R value...
   Scientific > Equipment > Refrigerators and Freezers > Freezers

2. Thermo Scientific Revco* Ultima* II Ultra low-Temperature Upright Freezers
   Temperatures as low as -86°C. Freezer monitoring and multilevel...
   Scientific > Equipment > Refrigerators and Freezers > Freezers

3. Thermo Scientific* Revco* Value* Series Ultra low-Temperature Chest Freezers
   Economical freezers for a variety of industrial process and noncritical storage uses. Temperatures range from -40° to -10°C or...
   Scientific > Equipment > Refrigerators and Freezers > Freezers

4. Thermo Scientific Revco* Value* Series Ultra low-Temperature Upright Freezers
   Economical freezers for a variety of industrial process and noncritical storage uses. Temperatures range from -40° to -10°C or...
   Scientific > Equipment > Refrigerators and Freezers > Freezers

5. Thermo Scientific* Revco* Elite* Ultra low-Temperature Chest Freezers
   Ideal for long-term storage of biological materials. Temperature range: -86° to -40°C or -40° to -10°C, depending on...
   Scientific > Equipment > Refrigerators and Freezers > Freezers